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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let .E7, denote the set of polynomials of degree IZ or less and let // !j be the 
sup norm on C[a, b]. It is well known that 
for each f E C[a, b] there exists a unique pI E fl, 
whichsatisfiesIlf--p,l/ <IIf-pII ‘v’p~-ri~. (1.1) 
For fixed n, pj is called the polynomial of best approximation to$ Clne of the 
basic theorems strengthening this result is the Strong Unicity Theorem which 
guarantees the existence of a positive constant y depending only on f for 
which the inequality 
IUf --PII > llf --A + Alp -PA holds ~~~ E .iTX (1.2j 
See, for example, Cheney [l, pp. SO-811. MTe say in this case that pf is 
strongly unique. 
In the theory of monotone approximation the set of approximating 
elements II, is replaced by the set M% = ( p E Iln / p’(x) > 0 ‘d’x E [a, bl’;. 
Lorentz and Zeller [4] have shown that (1. I> holds if we replace & by &Y,Z 
( pr is then called the monotone polynomial of best approximation). Our 
main result is an example which shows that (1.2j need not hold with Tp, 
replaced by M, and pr replaced by the best approximation to f from M, ~ 
Let f E C[a, b] and let pp E Mn be the monotone polynomial of best 
approximation to f. We define the two sets of “extreme points” in [a, b] 
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and 
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3 = (x I PA-4 = w (1.4) 
Also define C(X) = u(x) - ~&)]/llf - pI /I for f 6 M, . Lorentz and Zeller 
[4] prove the following: 
LEMMA 1.1. pf is the monotone polynotnial of best approximation to f from 
M, if and onlY if there exist points 
xi E A, i = 1, 2,..., p 
~j E 4 j = 1, 2,..., h 
and corresponding numbers 01~ > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., p and /$ > 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., X 
such that ,LL + h < n + 2 and 
(1.5) 
j=l 
for all p E .lI, . 
Moreover, if we let e denote the number of the yj which are equal to a or 6, 
the proof of Theorem 9 of [4] gives 
y + 2X - e 3 n $- 2. (1.6) 
The following theorem follows from the above result, but has a direct 
proof and is due to Roulier [6]. 
LEMMA 1.2. If p1 is the best approximation to f from M, and if B = @ 
(i.e., p;(x) > 0 on [a, b]) then in fact pp is the best approximation to ffrom 17, 
on [a, b]. 
These two results together with the results on Birkhoff interpolation used 
in [4] will be our chief tools in the remaining sections. 
The study of strong unicity and Lipschitz constants in settings other than 
the classical one have been studied in [3] for shrinking intervals and in [2] 
and [8] for changing dimension. 
The last two sections obtain modified strong unicity and continuity results 
for the best monotone approximation. 
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2. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Example vf a function whose monotone polynomiui qf best appr~.~~~~~t~~~~ 
is not strongly unique. Let 
f(s) = ; - x’) + (x - &)s’ x f f-l, 11. 
CLAIM 1. The best monotone approximation to f out of I?, on f- 1, i] is 
p&Y) = (x - l/393. 
Proolf. For the proof of this claim we appeal to Lemma i .I I We see that 
The fact that 
o(0) = 1) and 0(l) = --I 
(2 - 31q[a(-l)p(-l)] + 4[o(O)p(O)] + (2 ‘i- 3q~(1)p(l)! 
-1 2(3)l!‘“p’ (A) = 0 (2.1) 
holds for all p E flz allows us to invoke Lemma 1.1 which establishes the 
claim. In order to verify (2.1), simply observe that it is valid for p(x) T= I, 
p(x) = x, p(x) = xB, and p(x) q = x3. 
Now fix ‘3 E (0, 1) and define: 
Thenpl(x) = 3(1 $- CX) x” - 2(3)l/lx + (1 - :I + ,I~‘). The discriminant d 
p: is 12 - 12[(1 + a)(1 - Y $- G)] =I -12~~ < 0. Therefore p& does noe 
change sign and since pi(O) > 0 we have p:(x) > 0, x s [-- 1, I ]. Thus, 
pa E n/l, . 
CLAIX II. 11 p,: - pr /I = [2a/3(3)l1”](1 - ci)“lzso! a mjicLent1;: smal’l. 
Proof. Note that [pa - pf](x) = C& - a(l - ,X)X. It is a simple exercise 
to show that for o( sufficiently small 1 p,(.u) - pf(x)) = 11 p, - p? II at x := 
$((I - 0!)/3>‘:“, and that I/ pJ; - pf I( = [2x/3(3j1~7(l - %))5;e in this case. 
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CLAIM 111. l/j-- &I. 11 = $ + 01~. 
Proof. Observe that I[f--p,](l)/ = 1 -i + 01- 01~ - LX (
we must show that 
ID-- PJX>I d & + a29 x E [-I, I]. 
So, suppose 1 x / < 1. Then we have, 
and 
x2(1+x) G.4 
(1 - x2)(1 - x) < 4. 




From (2.3) we obtain x2(1 - x)~(I + x)” < 4(1 - ~)~(l + x). Thus 
(x - x3)2 - 4(1 - x)(1 - x2) < 0, and the quadratic in 01 (1 - X) 01~ +
(x - x3)cx + (1 - x2) d oes not change sign (and thus is nonnegative). That 
is, 0 < a2 - CL~X + 01x - 01x3 + 1 - x2, which gives 
-1 -a2 ,( -x2+(x-x3)a-xa2. (2.5) 
From (2.4) we obtain (1 + x)(1 - x)” < 4. Thus ~~(1 + ~)~(l - x)’ < 
4(1 + X) x2, and (x - x3)” - 4(1 + x) x2 < 0. Hence, the quadratic in OL, 
(1 + x) 01~ - (x - x3)01 + x2 does not change sign (and is thus nonnegative.) 
That is, 0 < a2 + 01~x - LXX + ax3 + x2 which gives 
-x2 + (x - x3)a - x012 < 2. (2.6) 
It now follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that -1 - a2 < -x2 + (x - x3)01 - 
xcu2 < 01~. Hence, -+ - 01~ < $ - x2 + (x - x3)01 - xa2 < $ + a2, and so 
]lf - p,](x)/ < 4 + CX~. We now combine Claims I, II, and III to find that 
for 0 < cy. < 1 and cy sufficiently small, 
llf- Pa II - Ilf- PI II _ Q+-d-4 3(3)1/Z 
IlPa -hII - 201 
= ___ ol(l - 4-3/3. 
30’/” (1 - d3j2 2 
Hence we can make the above expression as small as desired by taking CII 
sufficiently small. This clearly shows the impossibility of obtaining a 
“strong unicity” constant for f: 
3. STRONG UNICITY FOR SOME CASES 
In this section we show that the monotone polynomial of best approxi- 
mation is strongly unique if it’s degree is less than or equal to two. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If pr is the best approximation from M, to f on [a, 61 md 
(f the degree of pf is 0, 1, 01’ 2 then pI is strong/y unique. 
This shows that the counterexample in the previous section could not 
been of lower degree. 
LEMMA 3.1. If pI E M, and {x& C A are as in Lemma I .I and g 
pr - p E M, and max,~i~u u(xJ p(xJ < 0, then p = 0. 
Proof. Suppose pI - p E M, and maxlciGU u(Xi) p&j < 0. Thm 
xy=“=, zic(xi) p(x,) < 0 (since 01~ > 0), and we conclude from (1.5) that 
‘&, 13,p’(YJ > 0. But ps E M, implies that p;(yj) = 0, j = I,..., A, and 
p;(Yj) = 0 for a < yj < b. Thus p’( uj) < 0, j = 1 A,...) A, and (l.5) gives 
P(Xi) = 0, i=l ,...Y i;, (3,1) 
p’(yJ = 0, j = I,‘.., A. (3.2) 
Therefore [pr - p]‘( yJ = 0, j = l,..., A. But pr - p E MP implies that 
[p,- - p]“(YJ = 0 if a < yj < b. Thus 
P”(YJ = 0 for a -c yj < b. (34 
Hence, (3.1) (3.2), and (3.3) furnish the data for a Birkhoff interpolation 
problem. Now, (1.6) and the techniques in [4] prove the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. If x = I, y1 = a (or b), and if{p&& satis$es 
then j5 = 0. 
Proof. Lemma 1.1 gives constants 
ai > 0, i=l ,..*, p and PI > 0 
for which 
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Thus for each k = 1,2,... we have 
Moreover, since p; + j’ uniformly on [a, b] also, we have j’(y,) < 0. 
Thus, as above, we have 
On the other hand, it follows from (3.5) and (3.7) that 
lTpzp 4Xi> P(Xi) G 0. (3.9) 
It now follows from (3.8) and (3.9) and the fact that 01~ > 0 for i = 1, 
2 ,***, p, that c(xi) &xi) = 0 for i = I, 2 ,..., ,u. But G(+) = &l for i = 
1 ,..-, y. Hence, 
j(Xj) = 0 for i = 1, 2,..., p. (3.10) 
Now, it follows from (1.5) and the fact that X = 1 and y1 is an endpoint, 
that, 
p>n+f- (3.11) 
Hence, it follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that 3 has at least rz + 1 zeros. 
Thus, the proof of Lemma 3.2 is complete. 
Define, 
Q= j4i4~~~=~~Pt-P~M,,llPl:i0~. (3.12) 
LEMMA 3.3. If h = 1, a&y1 = CI (or b) then inf,,, max,sic, a(xJ q(xJ = 
y > 0. 
ProoJ: Assume that the lemma is false. Then there is a sequence 
(qk}& C Q such that 
Since, I/ gk 11 = 1 for k = 1, 2 ,..., we may assume without loss of generality 
that lim,,, qs = q E 17n and the convergence isuniform. Moreover, // q 11 = 1 
and 
pzu 4%) 4(-d G 0. 
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On the other hand 
By Lemma 3.2 then, we see that q = 0. But this contradicts /I 4 // = 1. Thus, 
Lemma 3.3 is proven. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1, The proof considers three cases: 
Case 1. p;(x) > 0 on [a, b]. In this case Lemma 1.2 shows that pz is the 
ordinary best approximation to f from 17, . Thus strong unicity follows from 
the classical strong unicity theorems. 
Case 2. P;(X) = 0 on [a, b]. Defirie Q as in (3.12). We see that if q E Q 
then 
Now assume that 
Then there is a sequence (q,,]Ezl , q, E Q for 17 = I, 2,..., such that 
li7fy-v lFp2- 4.~) qnld G 0. . . 
Since (qn)zC, has a convergent subsequence we may without loss of generality 
assume lim,,, qT1 = 4 uniformly on [CY, bj. Now !I q/j = 1 and 
Moreover, since q;(x) < 0 on [n, b] for all n we have 
Q”‘(x) ,< 0 on [a. 51. 
implying that pf - @ E M, . Thus Lemma 3.1 gives g = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence. 
in; l’=fx& a(xJ q(x,) = 7 > 0. . . 
To show strong unicity now let p E M, , p += p/. and define 
q(x) = PA3 - Pm 
!I Pi - P 1; . 
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Then 4 E Q and 
with r independent ofp. 
Choose x* E A such that 
“(x*)4(x*) > 7. 
Now, 
Ilf- P II 2 4x*)(.&*) - P(x*)) 
= +*)w*) -PAX*)) + o(x*)(pAx”) - P(x*)) 
= If- Pf II + “(x*> 4(x*) II Pf -P II 
3 if- Pf II + 7 II Pf -P Il. 
This completes the proof for Case 2. 
Case 3. Either p;(u) = 0 or p;(b) = 0. 
We assume without loss of generality that p;(a) = 0. In this case 
Lemma 3.3 applies. Thus if Q is defined as in the previous case we have 
The remainder of the proof now proceeds as in the last part of the previous 
case. 1 
4. MODIFIED STRONG UNICITY 
In this section we present wo theorems which show that strong uniqueness 
results of a modified nature are possible for all ~1. The first result gives (1.2) 
for all n but only for all p satisfying 0 < p’(x) < p;(x) on [a, b]. The second 
result holds true for allp E M, but 11 p - pf /j in (1.2) is replaced by II p - pf I/‘, 
where II . /I’ is a certain seminorm. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f E C[a, b] and let pf be the monotone poIJJnomiaI of 
best approximation to f on [a, b]. Then there is a number r > 0 such that 
IV-PII ~Ilf-PfII+~llPf-Pll 
for aIIp for which both p E Mz undp’(yJ = 0 for j = l,..., A. (This includes 
thecasepEM,andp,-ppMM,.) 
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Proof. Consider the set Q1 = (q j q(x) = p(x)/Ilp Ijj where p’(yJ = 0, 
j = I,..., Xandp,-ppiVM,,andwherep #O;. 
We will show that 
hiI Inm& u(x) q(x) = 7 > 0, (4; 1) 
where o is as defined in Section I. To see this, assume that (4.1) is false. 
Then there exist qnz E Q1 , nz = 1,2 ,..., such that 
Moreover, we may without loss of generality assume that there is q such that 
$~4” =a 
uniformly on [a, b]. Now, 
and so by (1 S) we have 
& a.p(xi) q(Xi) + iI /%q’(Yj) = ‘- 
Furthermore, we have 
and 
4A(YJ = 0 for j = 1, 2,..., h: 
4XYj) = O for each yj E (a, b). 
(42) 
(4.3) 
Thus, q must also satisfy 
and 
4’(Yj) = O 
q”(y5) = 0 
for j = I, 2 ,,.. I~ A, 
for all yj E (a, b). 
This, the fa.ct hat U(X) q(x) < 0 for all x in A, and (4.2) show that 
q(xJ == 0 for i = I,..., /A. (4.4) 
Hence, by the same method as that used in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we have 
q = 0. But 11 q.tr. (1 = 1 for m = I,&... . Hence, jj q/I = 1. This is a contra- 
diction. This proves (4.1). Theorem 4.1 now follows easily as we will show. 
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Let p ~17, satisfy p E A4, and p’(yj) = 0 for j = I,..., A. Let r(,:) = 
p,(x) - p(x). If p #I pf then /I r jJ f 0 and 
Now, by (4.1) 
f(X) 
q(x) = m E Q, . 
Y$T u(x) q(x) > 7 > 0. 
Choose X E A such that 
Now observe that, 
ilf - P II b @)(f(*3 - P@)) = ~(W(~) - P,(3) + Q@)(PX-3 - P(X)) 
= llf- Pf II + eM.9 - P(.F)) 3 IV- Pf II + 7- II Pr - P II. I 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the hypothesgs be those qf Theorem 4.1. Then there is 
a plumber p > 0 such that 
llf-PI! ~Ilf-~PiI/~-Pl/P~-~ll’ 
and where xi , i = l,..., p andyj , ,j = l,..., h are as in Lemma 1.1. 
ProoJ: For p E IIln define 
II P II’ = ,FfZ@ (I PWI, I P’(Y,)l). 
I<j<A 
11 11’ is easily seen to be a seminorm. Now define 
oh6 4 = I$ I 4(x) = f$$, wherellplj’ $- 0, andp,-ppEM, 
We claim that, 
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To see this, assume that there are 
(4.5) 
qk(Yj) G o for j = l)...) A. 
Furthermore; it follows from (1.5) and this last expression, that 
Thus, with (4.5) we have 
But then by ( 1.5) and the fact that qA( JT~) < 0 for j = I, . . , A we have 
!& YXYi) = 0 for ,j = I,..., A. 
Thus again by (1.5) we get lim,,,, G(x~) qm(xi) = 8 for r’ == I,..., ki. Since 
G(Xi) == &I for i = l,..., p, and // . ~1’ is a continuous seminorm on III,, 
we have 
lim // q,,( 11' ==I 0. 
m-*x 
But for each 177,1/ q, 11’ = I. This is a contradiction. Thus, the claim is proved. 
The remainder of the proof proceeds as in the last part of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 1 
5. CONTINUITY OF THE OPERATOR T(f) =B~ 
It is well known that the strong unicity theorem in the classical case 
implies a local Lipschitz condition for the best approximation operator. 
This, of course, implies the continuity of this operator. See Cheney [I, p. 821. 
In this section, we will obtain a modified Lipschitz condition for the best 
monotone approximation operator and then use this to conclude that this 
operator is continuous. 
For each f in C[a, b], as above, let pr denote the best approximation to ,j 
from 111, I
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THEOREM 5.1. Let f E C[a, b]. There exists a positive number K such that 
for all g E C[a, b] 
IlPf -PpBII’ G KIM-- gll. (5.1) 
11 11’ is as defined in Theorem 4.2, and we may take K = 2/p, where p is the 
constant obtained in Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as in the classical case [I, p. 821. Since 
the proof is short, we reproduce it here. Observe that by Theorem 4.2 
IlPY -P II’ < ; (IIf- P II - If- Pf II) (5.2) 
for any p E M, . 
Thus ifp = pg for some g E C[a, b] we have from (5.2) 
II Pf - Pg II’ d ; w- PB II - IV- PY II) 
G ; (IIf- g II + II g - Pg II - Ilf- PP II> 
d f w-- g II + II g - Pf II - Iv-- Pf II) 
d ; (lb-- g II + II g -fll + IV- PP II - Ilf- Pf II) 
d fllf-gll. I 
The second theorem can now be proved. The proof depends on (5.1) and 
the theory of Birkhoff interpolation. 
THEOREM 5.2. The operator T(f) = pf is continuous on C[a, b]. 
Proof: It suffices to show that if f o C[a, b] and if { g,}zX1 is a sequence 
of elements of C[a, b] satisfying lim,,, g, = f uniformly on [a, b]. Then 
lim,,, T(g,) = T(j) uniformly on [a, b]. Consider such a sequence 
Lk%JLI . 
It follows immediately from (5.1) that 
2% II m - ~(s?n>ll’ = 0. (5.3) 
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Furthermore, 
for m sufficiently large. Thus, {T( g.J}~S1 is bounded. Now assume that 
hm WI*= Ir(g,) f T(f). Then there is Ed > 0 and a subsequence (a( g,$)& 
such that 
k = t, 2,... . Furthermore (T( g&}& is bounded. Hence, this sequence 
has a subsequence which converges. We may assume without loss of generality 
that the sequence itself converges to 4 E M, . 
We will now show that 4 = r(f), and thus reach a contradiction to the 
above assumption. 
Define pk = T(ggzk) and ps = T(f). It follows from (5.3) that 
and 
On the other hand, since lim,,, pa = q we have 
and 
for i = I,..., ,p (55) 
S’(Vj) = PXY,) for j = i,..., A. (5.6) 
Moreover, since both q’(x) >, 0 on [a, b] and p;(x) >, 0 on [a, E] we have 
4”cYJ = PXYi) 
Now by (1.6) the total number of conditions in (5.5) (5.6), and (5.7) is 
no less than n + 2. Thus, it follows as in [4] that the Birkhoff interpolation 
problem described by (5.9, (5.6), and (5.7) has a unique solution. Hence, 
q = pr = T(f), 
This is the desired contradiction, and Theorem 5.2, is proved. 
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6. REMARKS 
We note here that in the counterexample in Section 2 the polynomials 
pa(x) do not satisfy 
P;(l) = 2(2 - 319 < 2(2 - 39 + 201 + a2 ZYz p;(l). 
Hence, as expected no pu satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. 
On the other hand, to see how this example fits into the setting of 
Theorem 4.2 we observe that 
IIPI - I% II’ = I h(l) - PLy( = I J?X1/3”31 = a2 
and 
llf- Pa II - llf- Pf II = g = l 
il Pf - P. ii’ a= 
for all 01 > 0. 
The fact that strong unicity fails to hold for monotone approximation is 
somewhat surprising. On the other hand, the failure of classical theorems 
to hold for modified cases is not unusual and in fact an example is shown 
in Roulier and Taylor [7] which establishes that the polynomial of best 
approximation from a class of polynomials with restricted ranges of the first 
derivative need not in general be unique. 
It would be interesting to investigate the other constrained approximation 
theories from this point of view. That is, for which problems does strong 
unicity hold.- 
The question of whether or not the best monotone approximation operator 
satisfies a local Lipschitz condition remains open at this point. 
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